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Abstract— Shrapnel injury is a major cause of death in victims
of bomb blast, land mines, and gun fire. Currently, doctors rely
on imaging systems to locate the shrapnel before surgery. But,
since these images do not provide any real-time information of the
location of the shrapnel, effectiveness of surgery solely depends
on the doctors’ skill to trace them. Therefore, in some cases, the
shrapnel, in spite of being visible in the images, may become
untraceable during surgery. Hence, an online tool that can help
the surgeon in finding the location of the shrapnel during the
surgery will be very effective. A prototype of such a tool has
been realized using an inductive proximity sensor (IPS). The
new IPS is small enough for inserting into the victim’s body.
Since the detection depth (DD) of an IPS decreases with its
diameter, this IPS uses a differential sensing scheme for detection.
Hence, the new sensor achieves DDs longer than its diameter.
The design of the sensor takes care of the effects of parasitic
parameters that become predominant as the size gets smaller
and ensures repeatable results. The tool also features a special
excitation scheme that has multiple advantages when compared
with existing schemes. The details of the sensor, its excitation and
performance against different targets under various conditions
are presented in this paper.
Index Terms— Capacitor discharge, close-in excitation,
differential measurement, dummy coil, exciting coil, inductive
proximity sensor (IPS), invasive, online sensor, sensing coil,
shrapnel.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNAL injury due to shrapnel is a major cause of death
in victims of bomb blasts, gun fires, and land mines. A CT
image showing shrapnel inside the body of a blast victim
and typical shrapnel materials observed in such incidents
are shown in Fig. 1 [1]. These shrapnel are usually made
of steel, alloys of copper (Cu), and aluminium (Al) [2].
At present, doctors use CT scan images to locate these metal
shrapnel in the victim’s body [1], [3] before surgery. Since CT
machine is cumbersome and also interferes with the surgical
procedures, it is not suitable during the surgery. Thus, there is
no real-time information available about the relative position
of the shrapnel with respect to the extraction tool, during the
extraction procedure. In certain cases, the surgeon can see the
shrapnel clearly in the images, but is not able to recover it as
it has penetrated deep into the tissues. Hence, an online tool
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Fig. 1. CT image of shrapnel inside a bomb blast victim and typical metal
objects used in a bomb [1].

that can guide to the exact location of the shrapnel will be
an immense help for the surgeon, leading to less number of
surgical cuts. Due to such very critical trauma cases attended
by doctors in India, there was a clinical requirement for such
a tool or probe that can be introduced into the body during
the surgery to trace the shrapnel. The tool had to be also
cheap so that it can be made available in the remotest village
hospitals with bare minimum imaging facilities (at the most an
X-ray). Eddy-current sensors are used in many applications to
detect metal targets [4]–[6]. The feasibility of detecting metal
shrapnel using a miniaturized inductive proximity sensor (IPS)
was demonstrated in [7]. Since this application is invasive, the
diameter of the IPS should not be more than a few mm and
hence a miniaturized IPS. In [8], it is mentioned that, for a
miniaturized IPS, achieving detection depth (DD) equal to or
greater than the diameter is very difficult. Hence, the versions
of IPS in [7] used a differential sensing scheme to achieve
DD greater than its diameter. But, these versions were not
reliable. Due to their small size, their outputs were affected
by the parasitic inductances of various leads in the circuit.
Unlike a conventional metal detector, these effects become
critical here, as these parasitic inductances are comparable
to the sensor itself. Hence, this paper proposes the design
of a new IPS that functions similar to its predecessors, but
substantially minimizes their shortcomings. This new version
could attain DD ≈ 3 times its diameter for nonstandard
targets [9] (the shrapnel size, shape, material, and so on can be
highly varying), which is novel among miniaturized IPSs. The
principle of differential sensing had been utilized in inductive
gradiometers and some metal detectors, but these are not
miniaturized [10]–[12]. Also, gradiometers do not perform the
additional function of magnetizing a distant target with an
exciting field and distinguishing the weak eddy-current field
of target from the exciting field, like the proposed IPS. Thus,
by virtue of the longer DD and functionality, this miniaturized
IPS is a novel sensor in its class.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

Conceptual diagram of the sensing system during surgery.

Fig. 3. B at a depth of 20 mm versus r for two different n and l. Points
ve3 and modified ve3 are explained in Section III.

Another factor that was incorporated for realizing the tool
was a close-in excitation. This novel excitation has many
advantages, such as high (but safe) excitation current generation, very low cost, high temperature stability, and so on.
This excitation, along with the new IPS was made into a
probe (tool) and the experimental results obtained from this
prototype tool indicated that it could detect the presence of
metal shrapnel accurately. Fig. 2 shows a conceptual diagram
of the mode of application of the tool. Here, the doctor first
makes an incision near the area of penetration of the shrapnel
based on X-ray images and then introduces the tool into the
incision to trace the shrapnel. When the target comes within
the sensing range of the sensor, an audio feedback generated in
the processing module is provided to the surgeon using a head
phone. Based on the change in amplitude or frequency heard,
the surgeon moves the probe further to trace the shrapnel and
cuts along the detected direction to reach it.

Illustrating differential measurement scheme using ve1 sensor.

for different values of r , with two different values of n and l
(n = 60 and l = 16 mm; and n = 18 and l = 5 mm), when a
sinusoidal current I of 3.5 A rms is supplied to the coil. It can
be observed in Fig. 3 that B gets reduced as the radius r of
the coil decreases. Since the eddy-current field from the target
is proportional to the exciting field, the DD of an IPS with
small r will be therefore small. As per [14], inductive sensors
using a single exciting coil alone are sensitive up to a depth
equal to their diameters. Therefore, the proposed sensor uses a
differential sensing scheme [7] with a second detector coil to
achieve longer DDs. Some large metal detectors use a related
induction balance principle [15], but that is not viable here.
The effectiveness of differential sensing scheme to achieve
longer DDs can be theoretically explained as below.
Consider the prototype version ve1 in [7]. It has a sensing
pair consisting of windings A1 and A2 and a dummy pair
B1 and B2. Let a Cu ring of radius rr = 5 mm and thickness
t1 = 0.8 mm be placed at z = 10 mm in front of the sensing
pair in the differential scheme, as shown in Fig. 4. Let a current
Ie = 3.5 A at 10 kHz flow through the exciting winding A1,
which has a resistance of 400 m and inductance of 2.28 μH.
Hence, voltage Ve across A1 = 1.52 V.
The ring acts as a target to the exciting coil and can be
considered as the shorted secondary of a weakly coupled
transformer [16]. It has an impedance Z r = 7.8 m at 10 kHz.
Using (1), the B at the center of the ring is found out as 69 μT.
The voltage (Vr ) induced in this ring will be therefore
Vr = ωπrr2 B = 0.34 mV (where ω = angular frequency).

The corresponding current Ir (= Vr /Z r ) in the ring is therefore 43.3 mA. The expression for flux density Br1 produced
by Ir at the first turn of the exciting coil is given by [13]

II. D IFFERENTIAL M EASUREMENT
To effectively guide the surgeon to the shrapnel, the IPS has
to detect it from distances greater than its diameter. But, as its
diameter decreases, its sensing depth also decreases. This can
be seen in


(z + l)
μn I
z
.
(1)

B=
−
2l
(r 2 + (z + l)2 )
(r 2 + z 2 )
Here, B is the magnetic field produced by a coil (or IPS) of
radius r , number of turns n and length l at a distance z with a
current I, and μ being the permeability of the medium [13].
With (1), Fig. 3 shows the values of B at a depth z = 20 mm

(2)

Br1

μIr
=
2rr





z
1+
rr

2 − 32
= 0.5 μT.

(3)

With (3), the voltage induced in the first turn will be Vr1 =
ωπre2 Br1 , where re = radius of the exciting coil. Since every
proceeding turn of exciting coil is separated from the ring
by a distance of [z+ (n−1)t2 ], where n = n th turn and
t2 = conductor thickness of exciting coil (= 0.8 mm), the
corresponding flux density Brn due to Ir can be found out
by replacing z in (3) with [z+ (n−1)t2 ]. The corresponding
voltage induced in each turn can be calculated similar to Vr1 .
The total voltage Vre across exciting coil due to ring will be
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Fig. 6. Assembled view of the ve3 sensor on the new former. Here, exciting
coil is named as A1, sensing coil as A2, and dummy coil as B2.

Fig. 5.

Equivalent circuit of differential measurement scheme ve1 .

the sum of voltages induced in each turn of the exciting coil
Vre =

100
μIr 
ωπre2
2rr
n=1


1+



z + (n − 1)t2
rr

2 − 32
(4)

where Vre is calculated as 4 μV. Since Vre /Ve = 2.6 × 10−6 ,
it will be extremely difficult to detect the response due to the
ring from the exciting coil. Now, let a secondary coil ( A2)
with same conductor thickness be wound over this exciting
coil to capture this flux. Let the exciting coil and the secondary
coil have a coupling coefficient of about 0.1. Hence, the
voltage Ves induced in this coil due to Ie is 152 mV. The
voltage Vrs induced in it due to Ir as per (4) is 5 μV and
Vrs /Ves = 32.9 × 10−6 . This shows an improvement, but still
inadequate to detect the ring. However, if Ves is canceled using
another identical secondary (dummy) coil, then the Vrs can be
suitably amplified and used to detect the ring. Thus, a 6.2-mm
dia sensor can now detect a metal ring at 10-mm depth with
differential measurement scheme.
III. D ESIGN OF THE N EW IPS
The ve1 scheme mentioned in [7] was a demonstrator and
the setup could not be used as a tool as its output repeatability
was poor. The equivalent circuit of ve1 is shown in Fig. 5.
The output of this scheme was highly influenced by parasitic
impedances such as Z s , Z p , and Z e . Z e is the impedance
(inductance) of exciting leads, Z p is the impedance of the
lead connecting the primary windings A1 and B1, and Z s is
the impedance of the lead connecting the secondary windings
A2 and B2. The differential set up had an offset voltage VOS
at the instrumentation amplifier (INA) even in the absence
of a target due to minute mismatches in the geometrical
construction of secondary coils. In the presence of a target
it produced a differential voltage Vd and the response due
to the target Vm was the difference of Vd and VOS . Both
Vd and VOS were affected by changes in these lead shapes
during operation, as their inductances (200 nH) were comparable with the sensing/dummy coil (430 nH). Hence, for a
reliable tool, the final IPS had to be designed such that the
effects of these parasitic elements were negligible.

A modified sensor in [7] (version ve2 ) removed the effect
of Z p and reduced Z s by placing the sensing and dummy
coils on a single primary. However, this version had smaller
DD due to small diameter and lesser number of sensing turns
compared with ve1 . From the inputs gained from ve1 and ve2 ,
the first prototype of the IPS (version ve3 ) was designed. This
section describes how the ve3 sensor was designed considering
constrains, such as diameter and length of the exciting coil,
compactness, and reliability of the sensor when the detector
coil comprising of sensing and dummy coils is integrated into
a single unit, and so on. The approach adopted here can be
applied for designing IPSs with extended range in future. The
new design took care of the following factors.
a) Improving the DD by maximizing the number of turns
of the sensing coil being exposed to flux from the target.
b) Keep the overall diameter of the tool as small as
possible.
c) Optimization of Ampere-turns (A-T) required and
dimensions of the exciting coil.
d) Optimization of distance between sensing and dummy
coils.
In order to take care of the above factors in ve3 , a special
former was designed as shown in Fig. 6. The sensing coil
and dummy coil were placed in the slots provided at the
front (giving good exposure to target) and back of the former,
respectively. The former shape is a completely new design and
25 turns of 0.14 mm thick conductor could be accommodated
in each slot. Now, as the number of sensing turns was
increased, the sensing voltage due to the eddy current flux
would increase proportionally and take care of factor (a).
Factor (b) was accounted by making the diameter of the
plastic former equal to a typical key-hole surgical tool [17].
To enhance the exciting field at a particular depth, the number
of turns per unit length of the exciting coil had to be increased.
So, to accommodate more turns per unit length, the thickness
of the exciting coil conductor t was selected as 0.28 mm.
It could carry a current of around 0.1 A [18]. But, since the
excitation was provided for <1 ms only per second, currents
as high as 3.5 A rms (or 5 A peak) could be provided, ensuring
the safety of exciting conductor. This design modification of
the exciting coil enabled to extract maximum eddy current flux
from the target (1)–(3), enhancing the DD.
Once t is fixed, the optimum length of the exciting coil,
l(= nt, where n is the number of turns of exciting coil) had
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B versus n for ve3 sensor.

Fig. 9. Normalized Vd developed in the sensor for different distances between
the sensing and dummy coils indicated in terms of n.

where N is the number of turns in the sensing/dummy coil.
Substituting (6) and (7) in (8), the final equation for Vd =


2 − 12
NI
nt
R
n 1+
Vd =
(μωπr1 )2
4r
Zr
r
⎡
⎤

2 − 32
nt
⎦.
× ⎣1 − 1 +
R


Fig. 8.

ve3 sensor with a shorted ring in front of it as a target.

to be identified. Hence, (1) was modified as follows:


(z + nt)
μI
z
.
B=

−
2t
(r 2 + (z + nt)2 )
(r 2 + z 2 )

(5)

Plotting B (normalized) versus n using (5) for z = 20 mm with
I = 3.5 A, it was found that B increases with n, but reaches
a saturation, as in Fig. 7. But to supply 3.5 A, the impedance
of the coil had to be less. Hence to maintain an effective A-T,
the number of turns was fixed at 60 for ve3 sensor.
If the distance between the dummy and sensing coils was
small, then the target would also influence the dummy coil and
therefore, the change in Vd would be less. However, increasing
this distance beyond a limit also would not have any positive
effect. In ve3 , this distance was kept the same as the length of
the exciting coil, which in turn depended on the n and t of
exciting coil. Consider Fig. 8. Here, a shorted metal ring of
radius R is placed very close to the ve3 sensor and is acting
as the target. At this position, it can influence both sensing
and dummy coils. Equation (1), can be modified to calculate
the exciting flux density B at the point O, assuming z = 0
(meaning O and O  are very close)
μn I
B=
2r




1+

nt
r

2 − 12
.

(6)

Using (2), the induced current Ir in the ring can be found
out. The flux density due to Ir at O’ (sensing coil) and O”
(dummy coil) can be found out using (3) and are Bs and Bd ,
respectively
μIr
μIr
and Bd =
Bs =
2R
2R




1+

nt
R

2 − 32
.

(7)

The differential voltage in the detector winding is therefore
Vd = Nωπr12 (Bs − Bd )

(8)

(9)

Using (9), the normalized Vd versus n for various values of R
was plotted (Fig. 9). For t = 0.28 mm, maximum values of
Vd were obtained from n = 60–80 turns. Hence, n = 60 (or
l = 16 mm), was found to be a suitable choice. Thus, factor (c)
and factor (d) were accounted. It can also be observed in
Fig. 9 that, for smaller R, Vd tends toward the maximum
value for small values of n. This is because smaller targets
do not produce enough flux to generate substantial voltage
in the dummy coil. But, this also highlights another fact that
the sensor output is dependent upon the target size. A bigger
target at some depth will produce more output than a smaller
target at the same depth. Therefore, during the surgery, instead
of considering the absolute output, the change observed in
the output when the sensor moves toward the target will be
accounted to determine the proximity of the shrapnel.
The ve3 sensor so designed yielded better performance as
discussed in Section V of this paper. But, since the sensing and
dummy coils were hand-wound, there was some constructional
difference between the two coils. This led to an offset voltage
VOS in its output. The effect of this VOS shall be now
discussed.
Assume that a metal ring is placed at a depth of 10 mm
to the ve3 sensor in a similar situation to Fig. 4. Using
(1)–(3) and (8), the target response voltage Vm developed
in the secondary detector coil due to the ring is found out
as 15.4 μV (enhanced sensing with respect to ve1 ). Now,
let there be a difference in effective radius (dr1 ) of 10 μm
between the sensing and dummy coils due to geometrical
mismatch. Since both these coils are at the same distance from
exciting coil, they experience same exciting flux B of about
8 mT [as per (6)]. But, due to the geometrical mismatch,
the differential voltage VOS developed in the detector coil
(without the ring) = NωBπ[r12 − (r1 − dr1 )2 ] = 1.28 mV.
Since VOS /Vm (= 83) is very high, it will be very difficult to
detect the ring, especially when VOS gets multiplied by the
gain (= 50) of INA. Another factor that increased the VOS
was the effect of parasitic impedance (inductance) Z s of the
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TABLE I
F EATURES OF THE A IR -C ORED M ODIFIED ve3 S ENSOR

Fig. 10. Modified ve3 IPS. The naming of the coils remains the same as ve3 .

lead connecting sensing and dummy coils and the inductance
of the lead-out of the sensing coil. Unlike ve1 , both these
parasitic inductances remain constant for the ve3 sensor during
operation, as the nonmagnetic former maintains the lead
shape. But, since these leads are lying parallel (refer to Fig. 6)
to the exciting coil lead until the dummy coil, they acquire
mutually induced voltages from the exciting conductor lead,
which comes to the sensor output. So to reduce VOS as small
as possible, a modified ve3 IPS as shown in Fig. 10 was made.
To reduce the VOS due to geometrical mismatch, both
sensing and dummy coils were wound planar. The width of
the slots for both coils was set such that each new turn would
fall exactly above the previous one without any nonalignment
and hence both the coils were closely matched. This planar
arrangement also exposed all the turns of the sensing coil to
the target from a single plane, enhancing sensitivity.
The mutual inductance m between the leads of the exciting
and sensing coil is given by

⎤
⎡

dl2
l2
dl
l
+ 1+ 2 + − 1 + 2 ⎦ μH (10)
m = 0.002l ⎣ln
dl
l
l
dl
where l is the length of the leads lying parallel to each other
and dl is the distance between them [19]. In (10), m increases
with l increasing VOS proportionally. Consider Fig. 6. Here,
S1 and S2 are the leads from the sensing coil lying parallel
to the exciting coil lead (lead E) for a length l of 16 mm.
Let S1 and S2 be separated from E by a distance dl = 1
and 1.5 mm respectively. At the dummy coil, the exciting coil
leads form a twisted pair and therefore, the induced voltage in
S1 and S2 will be negligible. Using (10), the mutual inductance m 1 (between E and S1) and m 2 (between E and S2) are
calculated as 8.09 and 6.06 nH respectively. The polarities of
the induced voltages in S1 and S2 are differential. Therefore
with I = 3.5 A at 10 kHz, the VOS due to these parallel leads
VOSL = I ω(m 1 − m 2 ) = 450 μV. Again VOSL /Vm = 29,
which is quite high. So to reduce VOSL , l had to be reduced
and this could be achieved only by shortening the length (in
fact n) of the exciting coil. But, this would reduce the A-T and
hence the B at a distance, as per Fig. 7. Therefore, to retain
the same B at a depth, the radius of the exciting coil was
increased to 3.5 mm (still smaller than a key-hole tool) and
n was reduced to 18. With this new length l, VOSL reduces to
113 μV reducing the effect of the leads. But, now due to the
shortening of length, only 60% of Vd would develop across
the sensing coil as per Fig. 9. However, the enhanced B and

Fig. 11.

Sensing probe.

the planar sensing coil arrangement compensated for this as
well and therefore, the performance of the modified ve3 sensor
was equal to that of the original one. A comparison of the B
generated by the ve3 sensor and its modified version is shown
in Fig. 3.
The former in Fig. 6 is made of a nonmagnetic material.
If the core was magnetic, the sensing coil would be coupled
to the exciting coil through a high permeable medium, while
the flux from the target would link to the sensing coil through
a nonmagnetic medium. As a result, the percentage change in
sensing coil output due to the target would be much less, when
compared with a nonmagnetic core. In addition, adding a core
brings nonlinearity in sensor output [11], [20]. The features of
the final IPS (modified ve3 ) are given in Table I.
IV. C LOSE -I N E XCITATION
To achieve longer DD, high currents are necessary. In such
a case, a power amplifier is used to excite the sensor. Since the
amplifier requires large heat sink, it cannot be placed close to
the sensor for this application. Therefore, the sensor will have
to be connected to the amplifier by means of a long cable. But
long cables have high impedance (Z e ) and this necessitates
a powerful dc source for the amplifier which increases the
cost of the system. Besides, the parasitic inductance of Z e
[21] can also influence the excitation current, affecting the
repeatability of the measurements. Hence a new cost-effective,
high current close-in excitation has been developed to excite
the IPS. The details of this excitation are explained in this
section.
An image of the sensing probe with the new close-in
excitation is shown in Fig. 11. Here, both the sensor and the
excitation circuit are laid on the same PCB. The sensor is
connected to the exciting circuit using the tracks of the PCB.
Hence, Z e will be always constant, ensuring repeatable results.
The PCB has a tail region that holds the sensor and a head
region that contains the rest of the circuitry. This unit will be
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Fig. 12. Circuit diagram of close-in excitation; it is also the test setup for
max DD estimation in Section V.

Fig. 13. Phases of operation of the close-in excitation circuit. (a) Charging
phase. (b) Delay phase. (c) Discharging phase.
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act as a battery for C1 and C1 gets charged through R1. But,
C1 will be already charged to 0.2 V P (refer to Fig. 12) by the
end of VG1. The voltage VC1 across C1 is compared against a
reference voltage = 0.4 VC (maintained by a potential divider
R P whose maximum value = 550 k) using a comparator OP.
The approximate value of T0 can be found out by solving (12),
assuming that VC remains same in spite of R P connected
across C (refer to Fig. 12). The delay T0 completely eliminates
V P during exciting current generation

T0 
(12)
0.4VC = 0.2VC + 0.8VC 1 − e− R1C1 .
The discharging phase [Fig. 13(c)] commences when
VC1 exceeds the voltage across R P , making OP’s output
VF1 high and switching ON the discharging MOSFET M2.
Now, C discharges into the exciting coil A1 (with inductance
L C ) and the current I generated is measured across a current
measuring resistance Rm as voltage Vi . The equation for I is
given by
 −u t

VC
1 − e −u 2 t
(13)
I (t) =

 e
4L C
Rm 1 + C.R 2
m

where

Fig. 14. Waveforms from the sensing probe. VG1 and VF1 are generated in
the probe using the 9 V battery Vb .

packaged suitably before using it as a tool. During surgery,
the head region will be held by the surgeon while the narrow
tail will be inserted into victim’s body to search for shrapnel.
The new close-in excitation circuit is shown in Fig. 12.
In this scheme, the excitation current I is produced by
discharging a charged capacitor into the exciting coil of IPS,
using a trigger pulse. Its operation has three phases—charging
phase, delay phase, and discharging phase (Fig. 13).
During the charging phase [Fig. 13(a)], the capacitor C is
connected to an external dc source V P through the MOSFET
M1, which is switched ON using a triggering pulse VG1. The
duration of VG1 is 1.5 ms and after this period, C is cutoff
from V P . During the ON period, C gets charged through Rs
(total series resistance) as per (11). VG1 is applied once in
every second and regularly initiates the operation cycle


− t
(11)
VC (t) = V P 1 − e R S C .
The values of C and Rs are such that, by the end of VG1, the
capacitor voltage VC will be V P (= 5 V).
During the delay phase [Fig. 13(b)], this voltage VC is
retained in C for a time T0 (Fig. 14) by an R − C delay
element (R1, C1) placed across C. Since C1  C, C can

⎛

⎞



2 
R
R
1
m
m
⎠
u1 = ⎝
−
−
2L C
2L C
LC C
⎛
⎞


2 

R
1
R
m
m
⎠.
u2 = ⎝
+
−
2L C
2L C
LC C

The secondary detector winding (A2 with B2) produces a
differential voltage Vd corresponding to I (and target depth),
which is suitably amplified with the INA and measured in a
scope. Fig. 14 shows the waveforms from the sensing probe.
The proposed excitation scheme has many novelties when
compared with conventional schemes. Here, the excitation is
an impulse current obtained using simple circuitry as compared with the sinusoidal oscillator-based schemes in [21],
where the target response also gets modulated on the exciting
signal. Since the target is sensed by the detector coil here, the
excitation circuit becomes simple, which reduces the cost of
development and enhances reliability during operation. In this
circuit, excitation currents up to 15 A (peak) can be easily
generated by choosing V P suitably in order to increase DD.
But, since [22] defines the maximum B that can be
applied to body tissues as 5 mT, the peak I was selected
as 5 A so that the maximum B generated near the tissues
is 4.5 mT. With this I , DD ≈ 3 times the IPS diameter was
obtained for some nonstandard targets, which is a novel range
for miniaturized IPS. This capacitance discharge excitation
also ensures operational safety, as the external dc source (or
mains) and the exciting circuit are not directly connected at
any point of time. While the capacitor C is charging, the
exciting coil is inactive and when the coil is active, C is
not connected to the dc source. Also, the impulse current
is safer than a continuous high excitation. In terms of costeffectiveness and power-saving too, the new excitation has an
advantage. It does not require a power amplifier and powerful
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Front panel of the LABVIEW program.
Fig. 16.

dc source to generate large I for obtaining longer DD, thereby
reducing the developmental cost of the system. Now, if a power
amplifier (say OPA549) were used for exciting the IPS, it
would have a power dissipation of 15.75 W for producing
a 5 A peak sinusoidal current [23], along with a resistive
loss of 12.25 W (I 2 Rm ). So, in a second if the IPS was
excited for 1 ms, the total energy consumption would be
28 mJ. When compared with this, the new excitation has an
energy consumption = C VC2 = 2.5 mJ. Finally, in terms of
repeatability of measurements, as the impulse current excites
the sensor for <1 ms only in every second, there is hardly any
drift in its output due to resistive heating (refer Section V).
Also, since this is a close-in excitation and the parasitic
impedance Z e is a constant here, its effect on the output of
IPS is completely eliminated.
To demonstrate how the tool would work in a surgery, the
processing module (refer to Fig. 2) of the probe was realized in
a LABVIEW environment using a computer. The front panel
of the processing module is shown in Fig. 15. The voltage Vi
corresponding to I and the sensor output Vd after amplification
at the INA (gain = 50) were acquired using NI ELVIS [24] at
500 kSa/s in an interval of 1 s. The trigger pulse VG1 for the
probe was also generated from ELVIS board. Before surgery,
a calibration will be done to confirm the VOS of the sensor.
Therefore, the sensor was initially placed isolated in air and
its VOS was measured and stored. Then to test, the probe was
brought close to a metal target in air. The difference between
new sensor output and VOS was computed to get the target
response Vm . The program then identified the peak-to-peak
(V p− p ) voltage of Vm and used it to modulate the frequency of
an audio signal whose base frequency ( f b ) was 500 Hz. During
demonstration, the user could clearly hear the audio frequency
variations when the probe was brought close to the target.
Thus, the functionality of the prototype shrapnel detecting tool
developed was successfully demonstrated.
The front panel in Fig. 15 has controls for the trigger pulse
VG1, sampling configuration, and audio output. The excitation
current I and sensor output Vd are shown in the oscilloscope
panels. Since calibration has to be done before testing, there

Work-flow chart of the LABVIEW program interfacing the probe.
TABLE II
D ERIVING THE G AIN F UNCTION

is an indicator panel that indicates the status of calibration
process. During calibration, a user-defined number of VOS
waveforms are acquired from the sensor, stored, averaged, and
the final waveform is retained as the VOS of the sensor. Hence,
the progress of these steps is shown by the indicator panel
named as calibration module in Fig. 15. The overall workflow chart of the program is shown in Fig. 16.
In the flow chart, a gain function is added to dynamically
vary the gain required to modulate f b as the probe approaches
the target. This is because, when target is far away, the V P−P
of Vm will be low and hence high gain is necessary to generate
a frequency in the lower audible range of human ear. But,
when the target is very close, the value of V P−P will be
very high (refer to Table II) and the gain should be now
small to produce a frequency in the upper audible range.
To generate this gain function, some sensitive frequencies
of human ear ( f s ) mentioned in [25] were selected and
assigned to different values of V P−P . The gain G required
for modulating f b to obtain these f s was then calculated
using
G = f s /( f b .V P−P ).

(14)

These values of G are shown in Table II. With the values
of G obtained, a continuous gain function K representing G
was derived using a curve fitting tool. Using K , the program
automatically calculates the gain required for modulating f b ,
when a particular V P−P value comes at its input.
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Fig. 17.
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Targets used for range measurement listed in Table III.

TABLE III
M AXIMUM DD FOR VARIOUS TARGETS
Fig. 19. Evaluation of directional sensitivity. (a) Test set up. Three positions
of target, where readings were taken separately are shown here. (b) Test
results. “d” is the minimum distance between IPS and target at each angular
position.

Fig. 20. Detecting target placed behind fingers—test set up. The target was
tied to the finger with a thin nonmagnetic but insulating ribbon.
Fig. 18.

Test results for DD = 20 mm. (a) Steel target. (b) Cu target.

V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF THE S ENSOR
Metal shrapnel can be made up of magnetic (or inductive)
materials like iron, steel, and so on and nonmagnetic, but
conducting materials like Cu, Al, and so on. While inductive
targets enhance the net B near the IPS, conductive targets
reduce it due to their eddy currents [7]. It is this alteration of
B that helps in their detection. Hence, the proposed probe
is insensitive to nonmagnetic, nonconducting materials like
wood, plastic, and so on. Various parameters of the modified
ve3 sensor were evaluated with the new excitation with 5 A
peak current, against a selected set of targets. Unlike normal
IPS, the targets selected were nonstandard [9] as they had to
resemble the shrapnel materials in Fig. 1. Fig. 17 shows the
selected targets.

A. Maximum Linear DD Estimation
Linear (on-axis) range is the maximum DD to which the
sensor can detect a target when placed along its axis. Hence,
the above selected targets were placed (one at a time) along the
axis of the IPS in air (with their circular face facing the sensor)
and their maximum DD were estimated using the close-in
excitation. Fig. 12 shows the test set up. Table III shows the
maximum DD for all the selected targets. It can be seen that
the new IPS has a maximum DD ≈ 3 times its diameter for few
of the nonstandard targets, which is novel among miniaturized
IPSs. Fig. 18(a) and (b) shows the output of IPS for the steel
and Cu target, respectively, at maximum DD of 20 mm.

B. Off-Axis Sensitivity Evaluation
This test evaluates the sensitivity of the IPS to detect a target, which is present outside its central axis. Off-axis sight of
the IPS prompts the surgeon to shift the probe in the direction
in which it has sensed a target for further investigation. While
shifting, if the surgeon observes a large change in output, then
the IPS has a good directional sensitivity. Fig. 19(a) shows
the test set up. A brass nut (OD = 3 mm, h = 1.5 mm) was
selected as target. It was initially placed at 5-mm depth along
the axis of the probe (in air) and the corresponding Vm was
found out. The target was then shifted to various angles at
the left and right of the central axis of the probe as shown
in Fig. 19(a) and the corresponding Vm were found out. The
V p− p of all these Vm are shown in Fig. 19(b). Angles denoted
by − sign are on the left side of central axis. A drastic rise in
the V p− p values can be seen when the target shifts toward the
central axis, indicating high directional sensitivity. This large
increase in sensor output confirms the presence of the shrapnel
in the direction of the central axis of IPS, while shifting in
that direction. This is a very assuring feature for the surgeon.
The maximum off-axis sight was found until 65°.
C. Detecting Target Through Body Tissues
All the previous measurements were performed in air. However, inside a human body, the probe will encounter muscles,
bones, and fluids. Hence, the sensor was made to detect a
target in a phantom that emulates the tissue conductivity in [7].
However, the detection would be more convincing, if it was
close to the actual. To emulate such a situation, the steel target
mentioned in Table III was tied behind the middle finger
as shown in Fig. 20 and the probe was used to sense it.
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Fig. 21.

Vd output of the sensor measured behind each finger.

Fig. 22.
depths.

Evaluating the accuracy of IPS in detecting a Cu target at various

TABLE IV
AVERAGE V P−P OF Vm FOR D IFFERENT D EPTHS OF TARGET

The fingers were kept close so that the sensor could only see
the bones, tissues, and blood in the fingers between itself and
the target. The middle finger was 15-mm thick. Measurements
were taken by keeping the sensor behind all four fingers (one
after the other). Fig. 21 shows the output obtained from the
sensor behind each finger. It can be seen that the output behind
the middle finger is noticeably different from other fingers.
Thus, the IPS has demonstrated itself as an excellent sensor
for metal shrapnel detection.
D. Accuracy Analysis
Since this surgical application demands the detection of
shrapnel at a depth rather than measuring the actual DD
(as in many industrial applications), the accuracy here may
be expressed in terms of the number of times the sensor can
detect a target at a depth in a set of measurements. Such a
criteria is selected since the shrapnel features can be highly
varying (refer to Fig. 1), unlike conventional industrial IPSs
that detect standard targets [9]. In addition, the output is
presented to the surgeon as an audio signal that conveys the
relative distance between the probe and shrapnel. Hence, the
Cu target in Table III was made to detect using this sensor
repeatedly at different depths in air. Fig. 22 shows the V p− p
values obtained for 25 Vm measurements for depths of 15 and
20 mm, while measuring in a scope with quantization error
of 80 μV (8 bit resolution, full scale of scope = 40 mV).
It can be seen that in all 25 waveforms, the sensor was able
to recognize the target at both depths with consistent outputs.
Thus, the sensor demonstrated very high accuracy. Table IV
shows the (average) V p− p of Vm waveforms (25 numbers)
obtained for different depths of the Cu target. The exponential
increase in the output values unambiguously indicates to the
surgeon that the probe is approaching the target during the
surgery.
E. Drift Analysis
Drift in output due to heating of the sensor reduces the
repeatability of measurements [21]. To evaluate the temperature drift in the output of the proposed IPS, the same Cu target

was made to detect with the IPS (at 12 mm DD) continuously
for an hour, exciting it in every 1 s. The excitation current I
and the sensor output readings were noted in every 10 min.
Since the impulse current powered the exciting coil for <1 ms
in a second, there was negligible heating in the circuit and the
results did not indicate a drifting pattern in both I and sensor
output. Also, since the detection was performed by the detector
coil, which has no current in it, the proposed IPS was found
to be immune to temperature drifts.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Internal injury due to metal shrapnel can lead to death
in victims of bomb blast, land mines, gunfire, and so on.
In the absence of any real-time information of the location
of the shrapnel during surgery, surgeons require a guiding
tool to locate them. The feasibility of such a tool using a
miniaturized IPS was evaluated in one of the previous works.
But, these older versions had some serious shortcomings, such
as low DD, effect of parasitic circuit parameters, and so on.
In this paper, an improved design of the IPS is presented.
The design optimized the A-T required and also took care
of geometric mismatches and parasitic inductances that could
affect the measurements. As a result, the new IPS had a
helical exciting coil and a planar detector coil. These coils
were wound on a nonmagnetic former whose unique shape
accommodated large number of turns of the detector coil,
attaining long DDs. The planar sensing and dummy coils of the
detector winding could efficiently distinguish the weak eddycurrent field of target from the high exciting field. Using the
differential sensing scheme, the new IPS could detect some
nonstandard targets at depths ≈ three times its diameter, which
is novel for miniaturized IPSs. The use of a nonmagnetic core
and the absence of current in the detector coil eliminating
temperature drifts ensured the repeatability of measurements.
The presence of the detector coil also eliminated complex
circuitry for extracting target depth information. The new IPS
demonstrated very high accuracy in recognizing the presence
of a target at different depths and recognized a target separated
by body tissues. Thus, owing to the design, functionality,
and extended detection range, the new IPS is a novel sensor.
A close-in excitation was also provided to the power the
exciting coil of the sensor. This close-in excitation had a lot
of advantages, such as high current, high energy savings, very
cost effective, high repeatability, and so on. The sensor along
with this new excitation was made into the guiding tool to
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suit this application. The tool was then automated with a
LABVIEW program, which provided information about the
proximity of the target to the user, by modifying the frequency
of an audio output. With appropriate packaging, it can serve
as an online metal shrapnel detecting tool for the doctor to
make the surgery more effective.
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